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For a class of potentials including the Coulomb potential 
q = pLr-’ with 1 p !  -< 1 
(i.e., atomic numbers 2 Q 137), the virial theorem 
(21, a . pz~) = (21, r(+/&)u) 
is shown to hold, u being an eigenfunction of the operator 
Hu = TU : = (a . p + p + q)u, 
D(H) = (U I u E [H;,,(R+3)]” n [L*(R3)]4, Y-~~~II, m E [L2(R3)]4} 
(iJA3 : ~_ iw”\(O}). The result implies in particular that H with (*) does not have 
any eigenvalues embedded in the continuum. The proof uses a scale trans- 
formation. 
(*) 
Consider in the Hilbert space 
with the scalar product 
(u, v) = jR3 U”(X) v(x) dx (12 be the transpose of u), 
the Dirac operator for a spin 8 particle with nonzero rest mass defined 
bY 
Tu = TU := (a *p +/I + q) u, D(T) = [C;(lR+3)]*. 
* On leave from Institut fiir Mathematik, RWTH Aachen, West Germany. 
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We employ the notation Iw, 13: = rW”\(O> and assume q EL‘&JIW,.“) to 
be a real-valued function. p and a are as usual defined by 
p := (l/i)V, a := (9 , a2 , a,), 
011 , aa , a3 , “4 : = ,B being Hermitian 4 x 4 matrices satisfying 
the commutation relations 
The virial theorem asserts that the expectation values of the kinetic 
and potential energies in a stationary state u of some “distinguished” 
self-adjoint extension of T (to be specified later) are related in the 
following manner: 
(u, a - pu) = (14, r(@/&)u). (2) 
Relation (2) is due to Fock [4]. A mathematically rigorous version 
of his method of derivation was given by Weidmann [8] for the 
nonrelativistic analog of (2). Albeverio [l, p. 247 ff.], among other 
things, carried Weidmann’s proof over to the Dirac operator. He 
assumes 7 r [LzP(IW~)]~ (H1(R3) . h S b 1 is t e 0 0 ev space of Ls-functions 
whose generalized first-order derivatives belong to L2) to be self- 
adjoint. The simple example of a Coulomb potential 
cd4 = -(P/l 32 I) (x E R+3) (3) 
(for an electron [positron] p is positive [negative]) shows that this is 
true if and only if 
i.e., for atomic numbers 2 < 118. However, since T with the potential 
(3) still has an energetically distinguished self-adjoint extension in 
the range + (3)r12 < 1 p 1 < 1 corresponding to 119 < 2 < 137 
(but not for j .P ] > 1 [Z 3 138]), namely 
Hu = 724, wf) 
ZZ ~~I~~Wfd~+3)14w5, s (I4#bI)~~~ 00, TUEB > 
UP I 
one expects (2) to hold good for eigenfunctions of H as well. (There is 
a strong resemblance between H and the Friedrichs extension of 
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certain semibounded Schrodinger operators, for which we refer to 
the survey article [6].) 
The virial theorem can be proved in nonrelativistic quantum 
mechanics not only by applying the full group of scale transformations, 
but also by using their infinitesimal generator. This perhaps simpler 
and even more elegant method goes back to Finkelstein [3] and has 
found its way into the physical textbooks in form of a “commutator 
variant.” This “commutator proof,” however, is as it stands in general 
not correct for eigenfunctions belonging to eigenvalues embedded in 
the continuum (because of the slow decrease of such functions at 
infinity; this was emphasized by Albeverio [I, p. 173 ff.]), Rendering it 
precise, which was recently done in [5], it turns out that this method 
requires merely a one-sided condition on aq/ar whereas it is the 
modulus of, roughly speaking, %qii?r upon which some condition has 
to be imposed when dealing with scale transformations. Unfortunately, 
one runs into difficulties to be explained in Remark 2 when trying 
to carry Finkelstein’s argument (i.e., the rigorous version given to it in 
[5]) over to the relativistic case. We shall employ therefore the Fock- 
Weidmann method and show for a class of potentials including (3) 
with 1 p 1 C; 1 that the eigenfunctions of H indeed satisfy (2). For 
simplicity we restrict ourselves to the case that the potential does not 
have any singularities outside the origin. 
THEOREM. Let q E CO(IJ~+~) possess a radial derivative and satisfy 
the following two conditions, 
(i) there exist numbers /” E [0, l), v 3 0 such that 
(ii) there are numbers a, > 1, cl , c2 3 0 with 
(I da4 - d4l)/(~ - 1) .< (4 x I) + c2 (x E R+3) 
for all a E (I, a,). 
ASSERTION. If h is an eigenvalue of H and u a corresponding 
eigenfuntion then 
(% @z/&)4 + (% (4 + B - +4 = 0 (4) 
(which is equivalent to (2)). 
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Remark 1. Under much more general conditions than (i), 
Schmincke [7] showed that H is an essentially self-adjoint extension 
of T. We shall show in the Appendix that it follows from a recent 
result by Wiist [lo] that His in fact closed if(i) holds. Our assumptions 
therefore ensure the self-adjointness of H. (For hypotheses under 
which (by virtue of the theorem in [IO]) H coincides with Wiist’s 
self-adjoint extension of T constructed by means of cut-off potentials, 
see [6, Theorem 121.) For 1 p j < 4 (3l1”) we even have rT _- H, i.e., 
the essential self-adjointness of T. 
ProoJ: of the Theorem. Defining 
f&c) : = f(m) (x E R+3) 
for a E (1, a,,) and functions f in 6, we have [8] 
s-;li+f,l == f (f E$7)* (5) 
Let X be an eigenvalue of H and ZL a corresponding eigenfunction. 
If we integrate 
0 = u,t(a . p -t /3 -t q - A) u - {(a * p -t u[p + To - A]) u,Jtzi 
over the annulus 0 < p -z I x 1 < R c’ cc, we obtain (note that 
Gauss’s theorem can be applied to the distinguished representatives of 
the classes u E D(H); cf. [7, p. 3471 and the literature cited there) 
%m - %(P> = (a - 1) J,,lx;.-, %V + 4 - A) ii& 
+ a jJi<lr<R 
zL,yf& - q) ii: dx, (6) 
where 
%L(s) := i s,.,& %ltw CL!? (s > 0) 
and 
% := r-la . x. 
Since r-l/% E 5 clearly implies r-i/au, E $ (we do not know and as we 
shall see need not know whether u, E D(H) or not), we have 
u,+% E L1((w3), and therefore, 
lim inf 
s a0-t s 
j uotU j dS = lim inf / u,tzT ) dS -z 0. 
1x:--P s-b 7, i . /zI=-s 
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Hence 
lirn$f I P&)I = liT+$f I 9ds)l -= 0. 
From u E D(H) and (i), we see ~~$2, ~,GJ,s eL1(R3), so that 
ii,?+ Q%&) and $z %l(S) 
actually exist. These limits are therefore zero, and we can conclude 
from (6) that 
(%z 3 (P + 2 - 44 + 44, , ((!za - Ma - l)b) = 0. (7) 
(Under the assumptions in [I, p. 247 f.], (7) is a simple consequence of 
the symmetry of a . p P [W1(R3)]4, but under our weaker condition 
(9, a . p P D(H) need not even be an operator in 5.) 
On account of (5) we have 
~gy+(% 3 (P - 44 = (% (P - A)4 
and 
s-lim r-lPu 
a+l+ a 
= r-l/Q, 
Thanks to (i), (9) in turn implies 
;+ypa 9 44 = (% 4u). 
The first term on the right-hand side of 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
i u, ) qa - q ,?lL) - (24, $u) 
= ( (z& - u), g *) 4 (24 (5 - Y g)u) (11) 
vanishes in the limit a -+ 1+ because of (ii) and (9), the second 
according to Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem. Thus 
assertion (4) follows from (7), (8), (lo), and (11). B 
The virial theorem has the following important effect on the 
spectrum of H. 
COROLLARY. Assume in addition to the hypotheses of the theorem 
that there is a A E R such that 
(iii) 
(or (iii)’ 
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holds for all s E k&s. Then H does not have any eigenvalues 
x -. A(h < fl). 
Proof. Clearly, 
for p has the eigenvalues + 1 and - 1 only (owing to (1); in [ 1, p. 2491 
the corollary is proved by using a special representation for /3). Suppose 
for example that (iii) holds and that H has an eigenvalue h ) (1. Let u 
be an eigenfunction corresponding to X. Equation (4), (iii), and (12) 
imply 
which is not compatible with X ‘\- /l since (u, u) # 0. 1 
Since the Coulomb potential satisfies q + r( aq/&) : 0, it is 
a consequence of the theorem and its corollary that H does not have 
any eigenvalues in (- ~3, -1) u (1, co) if (3) with / p I --c 1 holds. 
(As far as we can see this result has not been obtained as yet without 
resorting to separation of the variables.) 
Remark 2. In order to make the “commutator proof” 
i[H,x.p] =a*p-x.Oq 
3 0 :. = (24, i[H, x * p]u) = (24, Q . pu) - (u, ~(~q/~~>~) 
of (2) rigorous, it is tempting to proceed as follows. If we assume q to 
be locally Lipschitz continuous on R+3, every eigenfunction u E D(H) 
has a representative whose first-order derivatives are locally Lipschitz 
continuous (and, therefore, differentiable a.e.) on R+3 ([2, p. 529); 
cf. also [9, p. 901; owing to (I) the Dirac operator is elliptic). For such 
eigenfunctions the following identity is easily seen to hold, 
div (&X(X . pu)) + u”(p + q - A) ii + utr(8q/&) B = 0. (13) 
Taking the real part of (13) and integrating over an annulus, one ends 
up with the surface term 
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which cannot be treated as easily as yv in Eq. (6). Assuming, besides 
(i), r(&J,‘&) 3 - clr-l - c2 , one can infer 
just as in [5] provided one knows that 
f Im(z&.(&/&)) dx 
* lR3 
exists (one need not necessarily know that it is absolutely convergent). 
Unfortunately, however, u E D(H) only implies Uta . pu EL1(R3), 
the connection between a * p and a,(a/&) being 
a . p = (l/i) +((ajar) - (lk)L,), (14) 
whereL,: = 0. L (a: = -(i/2) a x a, L: = x x p) is the spinorbit 
coupling operator ((14) is a simple consequence of (1); see 
[7, Eq. WN). 
APPENDIX 
PROPOSITION. (i) => H = H. 
Proof. Condition (i) implies 
Equation (15) was proved in [lo] by Whist for u E D(T). However, 
since his Lemma 2 clearly holds with his u E D(T) replaced by 
f&u E D(H), n E IV) where (fn}nsN C Com((O, co)) is a sequence of 
functions with the properties listed in the proof of his Lemma 3, the 
argument employed in this lemma actually leads to (15). 
In view of H C R and (cf. [6]) 
D(a) C D(T*) = {u 1 u E [H:,,(R+3)]4 n sj, ?-u E -51, 
we only need to show 
u E D(R) =+ rlh E !Tj. 
This implication, however, results at once from (15). 
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